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Project Description
The original aim of this project was to develop the PPC target for the occam [1] and occam-π [2, 3] programming
languages, retargeting the KRoC occam-π system developed at the University of Kent [4].
The KRoC system is designed to be retargetable to different platforms and architectures with a modest amount
of effort. The most widely used and supported platform/architecture combination is Linux on Intel IA32 processors
(Pentium and related processors). Earlier versions of KRoC (pre open-source) targeted a variety of processors, with
PPC amongst them [5]. The open-source version of KRoC has working support for Windows/IA32 via Cygwin,
and experimental support for Solaris/Sparc8 and Linux/MIPS. The same framework is also used to generate 16-bit
virtual-transputer byte-code for embedded (largely robotic) targets running the Transterpreter [6].
The original motivation for this project was providing a port of the open-source KRoC system for Macintosh users
— more generally for any platforms using the PowerPC architecture. Since the inception of this project, Macintosh
have decided to switch to the Intel architecture, and other architectures with PowerPC elements have come to light
(most notably IBM’s CELL processor, which was the focus of a keynote talk at CPA-2005 [7]).

Project Status
Development of the PPC port of KRoC is now well underway. Much of the work done has been in the translator
portion of KRoC (the now mis-named ‘tranx86’ program), that now generates 32-bit PPC code in addition to IA32,
MIPS and Sparc. Although most of the KRoC system now builds on PPC, only around two-thirds of the instructions
are catered for properly in the translator — libraries will build, but may not work correctly. Simple test programs (e.g.
‘hello world’) compile and run successfully; anything involving extensive arithmetic or floating-point may fail.
Development is intended to continue over the new few months, hopefully providing a working port of KRoC/Linux
for the PPC architecture by the new year. Once the basic port is completed successfully (passes the extensive compiler
test-suite), further development effort will look at building KRoC for multi-processor PPC hardware. Multi-processor
development for KRoC/Linux has traditionally been hindered by Linux’s inadequate support for threading on multiprocessors — i.e. having n threads ‘gang-scheduled’ on n CPUs simultaneously (as provided by SGI’s IRIX ‘sysmp’
system-call). Having such facilities makes multi-programming significantly easier (and avoids the potentially unpleasant situation of extended spin-locking).
Development on the PPC port, so far, has been exclusively done by myself. It is hoped that the work done so far
on the PPC port, which users can check out of the subversion repository, will stimulate further development from
others (students, faculty and industry). Of future interest are 64-bit ports and developing for other PPC ‘flavoured’
architectures, such as the CELL.
We are grateful to the University of Augsburg, Germany for providing access to the IBM OpenPower server.
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